TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD

Chapter 1 - Reading Quiz

Name ________________________
Date ________________________
Score ________________________

(30 points)

Fill in the correct word.

Name the author 1.)__________. When was this novel written 2.)____________.

What is the setting of the novel? 3.)_____________________. How old is the
narrator? 4.)_______________. How old is her brother? 5.)_______________. Charles
Baker Harris, 6.) _____________, comes to stay with his aunt, 7.)_______________. How
old is he? 8.)_______________. All three children are intrigued and frightened by the
mysterious Arthur 9.)_____________ Radley, a neighbor who never comes out of the
house. What does Atticus do for a living? 10.)_______________. Give an example of
foreshadowing in Chapter One. 11.) _________________________________.

12. Write a description of Chapter One using four of the vocabulary words. Write in
third person, present tense. Underline the words used.

Extra Credit:

Who said, “There goes the meanest man ever God blew breath into”?
A. In the novel? ________________
B. In the movie? ________________